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Agricultural Industry Advanced Vehicle Technology: 
Benchmark Study for Reduction in Petroleum Use 

1. FARM DIESEL USE IN THE UNITED STATES 
Diesel use on farms in the United States has remained relatively constant since 1985, decreasing 

slightly in 2009, which may be attributed to price increases and the economic recession (Figure 1). During 
this time, the United States’ harvested area also has remained relatively constant at roughly 300 million 
acres. In 2010, farm diesel use was 5.4% of the total United States diesel use. Crops accounting for an 
estimated 65% of United States farm diesel use include corn, soybean, wheat, hay, and alfalfa, 
respectively, based on harvested crop area and a recent analysis of estimated fuel use by crop (Figure 2).1 
Diesel use in these cropping systems primarily is from tillage, harvest, and various other operations 
(e.g., planting and spraying) (Figure 3). Diesel efficiency is markedly variable due to machinery types, 
conditions of operation (e.g., soil type and moisture), and operator variability. Farm diesel use per acre 
has slightly decreased in the last two decades (Figure 4) and diesel is now estimated to be less than 5% of 
farm costs per acre (Figure 5). 

This report will explore current trends in increasing diesel efficiency in the farm sector. The report 
combines a survey of industry representatives, a review of literature, and data analysis to identify nascent 
technologies for increasing diesel efficiency. 

 

Figure 1. Historical United States diesel consumption. “Farm” includes all diesel use on the farm and 
“Off-Highway” includes forestry, construction, and industrial (source: DOE/EIA Annual Energy Review 
2011 Table 5.152). 
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Figure 2. Estimated diesel use by harvested crop in 2010 for reduced tillage: A) harvested area by crop 
and B) estimated diesel use by crop. Note: “other crops” consists of 28 individual crops (source: data 
plotted from Table 2). 

 

Figure 3. Cropping cycle and diesel use per operation for corn with mulch tillage practice.3 

 

Figure 4. Farm diesel use and harvested acres 1993 through 2010 (source: fuel use data from U.S. Annual 
Energy Review 2011, harvested acreage data from USDA NASS). 
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Figure 5. Cost per acre for crop inputs.4 (http://www.nass.usda.gov/Quick_Stats/) 
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2. TRACTOR DIESEL EFFICIENCY—PRIMARY FUEL USE 

2.1 Tractor Mechanics 
Although most mechanized agricultural operations include a tractor as a primary power unit, the 

tractor itself is not particularly useful without an implement attached. The implement has a task-specific 
design, which engages the soil or crop to carry out tillage, cultivation, harvest, and other operations. Most 
modern tractors provide power for implements via a drawbar, power take-off (PTO) shaft, and/or fluid 
power hydraulics. Much effort and focus has been directed at tractors because it is where the fuel is 
consumed to generate mechanical power. Innovations and efficiency improvements in tractor engines, 
powertrains, and auxiliary power systems have been ongoing since tractors were invented a century ago 
and significant gains have been realized. 

Specific fuel consumption (horsepower hours per gallon [Hp-h/gal] or kilowatt-hours per liter 
[kWh/L-1) for tractors tested at the Nebraska Tractor Test Laboratory (NTTL) from 1958 to 2012 
improved by 19.7% for PTO power and 23.4% for drawbar power when comparing data averaged over 
the last 5 years of this period versus the first 5 years of this period (Figure 6). It should be noted that 
trends based on NTTL data do not necessarily include all tractor models produced by industry (although 
for tractors sold in the United States, there would be few exceptions); and minimum tractor power 
requiring an official test has increased over the years to eliminate the necessity of testing small tractors 
not intended for use in commercial agriculture (e.g., garden tractors). 

 

Figure 6. Annual, average, specific, volumetric fuel consumption for power take-off and drawbar power 
for diesel tractors (source: NTTL data). 

Increased specific fuel consumption was observed in tractors with higher PTO power levels, which 
may be due to parasitic loads being a smaller fraction of gross power as power levels increase (Figures 7 
and 8). Reasons for the overall trend in improved specific fuel consumption for PTO and drawbar 
operations are not well documented, but contributions include improvements in engine and powertrain 
efficiency, fuel systems, turbocharging, manufacturing (e.g., tighter tolerances, advanced materials, etc.), 
fuel and lubricants, reduction in parasitic loads (e.g., variable fans, closed center hydraulics, etc.), tire 
design (e.g., bias vs. radial tires), and machine setup and operation (e.g., optimal ballasting, shift-up-
throttle-back, etc.). It should be noted that some high-power tractors are intended primarily for high draft 
drawbar applications and the PTO may designed to transmit only a portion of available engine power; 
therefore, specific fuel consumption for PTO power may be skewed because it is does not reflect full 
engine power efficiency. 

Standard test procedures (such as Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development [OECD] 
Code 2, “Standard Code for the Official Testing of Agricultural and Forestry Tractor Performance”) are 
used to characterize tractor performance; however, they do not evaluate efficiency for in-field operations 
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where loads can vary significantly (due to differences in implement design, operator style, and crop, field, 
and soil characteristics) and have a combination of simultaneous power demands (e.g., drawbar, PTO, and 
hydraulic). An example of an engine torque curve and associated load points, as measured with OECD 
Code 2 procedures, along with a theoretical load distribution, is shown (Figure 9). The actual distribution 
of loads for typical agricultural tractor operations is not known. Idle time is thought to be 20 to 30% of 
tractor run time and many processes do not require sustained operation at full load. Remaining operations 
are a variety of partial loads that are not captured in existing test procedures. If actual load distributions 
were known, advanced test procedures could be developed to better evaluate loads and related efficiencies 
that are more representative of in-field operations. 

 

Figure 7. Annual, average, specific, volumetric fuel consumption for power take-off power by power 
take-off power level for diesel tractors (source: NTTL data). 

 

Figure 8. Annual, average, specific, volumetric fuel consumption for drawbar power by drawbar power 
level for diesel tractors (source: NTTL data). 
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Figure 9. Discrepancy between existing performance tests (black) and probable in-field load distributions 
(red). 

The following subsections describe the innovations still under development that are intended to 
further improve machine efficiency. 

2.1.1 Engine 

Nearly all modern tractors used in commercial agriculture are powered with diesel fuel. Although fuel 
economy is important to engine and machinery manufacturers, much effort and resources in recent years 
have been dedicated to meeting exhaust emissions regulations. Engine calibrations have been optimized 
to reduce exhaust pollutants in accordance with U.S. Environmental Protection Agency emissions tiers. 
This was accomplished through several means, including in-cylinder combustion optimization and 
exhaust gas recirculation, but did not include exhaust aftertreatment (e.g., U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency Tiers 1 through 3). With the addition of exhaust aftertreatment systems for the Tier 4 interim 
stage, some engines require diesel exhaust fluid to catalyze pollutants in the aftertreatment system 
(e.g., urea), while other aftertreatment systems inject diesel fuel into the exhaust stream to regenerate a 
diesel particulate filter that traps particulate matter. 

Some manufacturers claim as much as 5% greater fuel efficiency for their Tier 4 interim engines than 
that of the Tier 3 models.5,6 Yet when evaluating fuel efficiency, variations in exhaust aftertreatment 
systems should be considered due to trade-offs between consumption of diesel and diesel exhaust fluid. 

With the development of hybrid machines and electric powertrains, some manufacturers are 
implementing electrically powered, variable speed water pumps to reduce coolant flow, with the intent of 
saving energy and fuel when full coolant flow is not needed. An alternate design has been researched and 
demonstrated a 1.7% improvement in fuel economy for a clutched, two-speed water pump (standard drive 
speed and 65% of that speed) with a planet gear drive and 4% improvement in fuel economy for a 
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clutched on/off water pump when compared to a conventional belt-driven water pump. These designs 
were evaluated on a chassis dynamometer with a test vehicle using the New European Driving Cycle. 
While the effect of these clutched water pump designs is expected to be similar to an electric water pump 
with regard to improved cooling system performance, Shin et al. (2013) argues that inefficiencies in the 
conversion of energy between mechanical and electrical systems would hinder the efficiency of an 
electric water pump.7 

Engines can spend a notable amount of time at idle. A report of on-highway, heavy-duty diesel 
engines cites a near doubling of fuel consumption for an increase from 600/750 rpm to 1,000 rpm.8 
Advanced engine controls are being introduced to reduce fuel consumption by lowering engine idle 
speeds and even shutting the engine off during extended idle periods. Examples of these strategies are 
cited in this report and are found in existing patent applications that show intentions of further 
development in these strategies.9 

Some efficiency gains are the result of changes in machine set up and operation. Proper maintenance 
(e.g., clean filters and correct lubricants), adjustments (e.g., proper tire pressure), and ballasting 
(e.g., appropriate weight distribution for the conditions) affect fuel efficiency. One study suggests that 
maintaining clean fuel and air filters can provide an average fuel savings of slightly more than 
100 gallons annually for a farm tractor.10 

Cooling fans can be a significant parasitic load. Therefore, many modern tractors use variable speed 
or variable pitch fans that continually adjust to only provide the cooling needed and avoid unnecessary 
parasitic loads. However, if the radiator is not clean, the fan is not effective and coolant temperature 
remains high; therefore, this commands a higher fan speed. One cooling fan manufacturer reports, “A 
marginal increase in fan speed of 600 rpm due to a clogged radiator leads to a doubling of necessary fan 
drive power. If the fan drive power rises from 9.5 to 19 kW, the resulting fuel consumption increases to 
about 0.92 gph (3.5 liters per hour).”11 Simply maintaining a clean radiator can have a direct impact on 
fuel consumption. 

2.1.2 Waste Heat Recovery 

Air conditioning systems powered by waste heat from engine exhaust gas and exhaust gas 
recirculation coolers have been studied and are claimed to be capable of reducing fuel use and engine 
idling.12 ClimateWell’s Verdacc heat-driven air conditioning system is advertised to be available for new 
vehicle designs and retrofit for existing vehicles. According to their claims, this technology “makes it 
possible to reduce fuel cost used for cabin comfort by up to 90%.”13 

A patent filing exists regarding a device for recovering energy from an engine’s exhaust stream with 
an electric machine that may consist of a generator or motor/generator that may be part of a turbo charger. 
The recovered energy may be stored for later use or used directly to power the engine or machine 
functions, therefore improving the overall fuel efficiency of the system.14 

Behr has demonstrated a prototype waste heat recovery system that showed up to 5.2% efficiency 
improvement on a test rig. Their system (shown schematically in Figure 10) is conceptually similar to a 
small steam engine that converts thermal energy from engine exhaust into mechanical power that can be 
used directly or stored for later use. Efficiency gains were highest for the steady-state portion of their 
long-haul truck test cycle.15 For agricultural operations, these energy recovery and efficiency gains for 
steady-state operation may lend themselves to applications such as tillage with sustained heavy draft 
loads. 
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Figure 10. Prototype waste heat recovery system developed by Behr.15 

2.1.3 Powertrain 

Traditional discrete gear transmissions provide a number of manually selected gears for low-speed, 
high-draft field operations and for high-speed, low-load transport operations. While these transmissions 
provide an adequate range of operation for typical farm activities, their manual operation and sometimes 
large step ratios can force the engine to be operated at suboptimal speeds with respect to efficiency. 

Shift-up-throttle-back operation is known as an effective way to improve fuel efficiency. Procedures 
used by NTTL (based on OECD Code 2) include a reduced engine speed sequence at various drawbar 
loads that demonstrates the benefits of shift-up-throttle-back operation. For a load case of 75% pull at 
maximum drawbar power, shift-up-throttle-back operation typically results in 5 to 15% reduction in fuel 
consumption, while still producing the same drawbar power. For a load case of 50% pull at maximum 
drawbar power, shift-up-throttle-back operation typically results in 15 to 30% reduction in fuel 
consumption, while still producing the same drawbar power.16 Even though the benefit of shift-up-
throttle-back operation is clear, it can be difficult for an operator to manage the throttle setting and gear 
selection for constantly changing loads during field operations. 

As powertrain designs evolve, additional gears with smaller step ratios have been added to 
transmissions to narrow the required engine operating range. By properly matching the engine and 
powertrain, and with the aid of advanced controls, the engine can operate in a relatively narrow range at 
what is most efficient. 

Many transmissions require pressurized oil for clutch actuation and lubrication. Although the 
minimum required oil pressure may be different for each set of clutches that are actuated and for the 
torque being transmitted at a given time, transmission oil systems often maintain the constant pressure 
required for worst-case loads. A portion of this oil may be directed through a pressure-reducing valve to 
lower the pressure for lubrication. Energy required to pressurize the portion of flow used for the 
low-pressure lubrication circuit may be converted to heat as the pressure is reduced. Additional energy 
may be lost if the cooling fan has to run faster to reject this additional heat from the cooling package. 
Some manufacturers have separated these circuits to avoid pressure drop and associated energy loss for 
the lubrication flow.17 A patent exists for a strategy to regulate transmission charge pressure in order to 
reduce pressure when it is not needed; for example, regulating to high pressure for transport and 
regulating to low pressure for stationary operations when transmission clutches are not engaged.18 
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John Deere’s 24-speed, dual-clutch transmission offered on their 6R series of tractors is expected to 
provide a “4 percent cut in fuel” or a savings of up to 10 grams of diesel per kWh compared to an 
infinitely variable transmission.19,20 Although manual mode that allows the operator to select the desired 
gear is available, it is the enhanced controls of the automatic mode that leads to efficiency optimization. 
In automatic mode, the machine optimizes efficiency by selecting the appropriate gear to keep the engine 
in an efficient operating range for the desired speed and load.20 John Deere is also implementing their e23 
transmission on their 7R and 8R series tractors with 23 forward and 11 reverse speeds. Much like the 
24-speed transmission described above, the e23 also offers a control feature that manages the 
transmission for best fuel economy by automatically shifting up and throttling back, while maintaining an 
operator-selected ground speed.21 

As more gear ratios are added to the transmission and step ratios become smaller, the opportunity to 
maintain operation at peak engine efficiency can grow. This concept leads to the evolution of a step-less 
transmission with an infinite number of ratios. Infinitely or continuously variable transmissions (CVTs) 
allow the engine to work in a narrow, yet highly efficient, operating range, while still providing an 
adequate full range of speed and torque to the powertrain. A number of CVTs have been marketed and 
manufacturers are claiming notable fuel savings. Although mechanical transmission of power is more 
efficient, it is the continuous variable characteristic of hydraulic and electric powertrains and advanced 
and integrated engine controls that lead to overall improved system efficiency. 

Several manufacturers have developed hydro-mechanical CVTs. A study by Howard has shown that 
for partial load conditions (i.e., loads below 76 to 81% of maximum drawbar power at respective speeds), 
a CVT was more fuel efficient than a discrete gear transmission operated at full throttle; however, it was 
less efficient for loads near maximum power. When a shift-up-throttle- back strategy was used, the gear 
transmission had significantly lower fuel consumption at power levels 37 to 52% of maximum drawbar 
power at respective speeds. Howard’s study indicated that, in general, the CVT was more efficient than 
the full throttle operation of the gear transmission, but the gear transmission with shift-up-throttle-back 
operation was more efficient than CVT in the load and speed range tested. The gear transmission is 
inherently more efficient at transmitting power because it lacks certain parasitic losses that accompany the 
CVT; however, at the system and machine level, the CVT and system level controls can achieve 
efficiency improvements for some load conditions.22 

CNH claims their Puma series tractor can achieve as much as a 25% reduction in fuel use when 
equipped with a CVT transmission and diesel saver auto productivity management. This integrated 
control system maintains an operator-selected working speed at the most efficient operating points by 
automatically adjusting the engine and transmission.23 

Machine controls react to external loads, but cannot anticipate future loads. By the time an engine or 
powertrain system reacts to a load, the event may have passed and a new condition is present that requires 
the machine to operate in a different way for optimum efficiency and performance. In the future, global 
positioning system (GPS) technology may play a role in advanced powertrain controls for improved 
efficiency and performance. A patent for control of vehicular systems based on geo-referenced maps 
gives consideration to the idea that using geo-referenced data to anticipate operating conditions can 
improve efficiency and performance for tractors, combine harvesters, sprayers, and other agricultural 
machinery by preemptively adjusting transmission ratio, differential locks, and other machine settings 
prior to changes in slopes, crop conditions, and soil conditions. This concept also may be applied to 
hybrid systems where, for example, energy storage could be managed in anticipation of an upcoming 
downhill slope; energy currently stored can be used up prior to reaching the start of the downhill slope to 
free up storage capacity for energy that can be recovered while traveling down the slope.24 

The following paragraphs discuss modern examples of electric CVTs. 

The Belarus 3023 (Figure 11) tractor’s electro-mechanical drivetrain, with a 300-hp engine powering 
a 220-kW generator, is claimed to have fuel consumption reduction of 15 to 20%.25 Optional equipment 
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includes an electric cooling fan for the radiator, an electromechanical front PTO shaft that can operate at 
speeds independent of engine speed, and an autonomous electric power station for 172.5 kW of auxiliary 
power.26 

 

Figure 11. Belarus 3023 tractor with electro-mechanical powertrain.27 

The Rigitrac EWD120 tractor (Figure 12) (a project of the Technical University of Dresden and 
supported by Rigitrac Traktorenbau AG and other companies) includes independent electric wheel motors 
powered by a diesel-engine-driven generator. This generator can also provide electric power for external 
implements. Because of the CVT characteristic of the electric powertrain, the diesel engine always works 
in its “best fuel consumption map” and prototype documentation states that “the electric drive system has 
a higher efficiency than the conventional drivelines.”28 Electric brakes and braking resistors allow braking 
energy to be converted to “useful heat” (however, no description is provided on how this recovered 
energy is utilized).29 No advertised claims regarding improvements in fuel efficiency have been found, 
although one source stated “the transmission runs at 85% efficiency, compared with the 65 to 70% of the 
hydrostatic units used on Rigitrac’s standard machines.”30 

 

Figure 12. Rigitrac EWD120 tractor with electric powertrain.28 

An electric hybrid powertrain, called the ZF TERRA+, was developed by ZF Friedrichshafen AG for 
agricultural tractors and self-propelled harvesters (Figure 13). A starter generator module integrated into 
the transmission provides electric energy for auxiliary functions and implements.31 With the addition of a 
battery, the ZF TERRA+ can become a hybrid system able to recover braking energy, provide short-term 
engine load relief, and allow the engine to work in a more efficient operating range; this system includes 
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an electric transmission-oil pump. This company claims that when used in a tractor “the optimum 
operation of electrified auxiliaries can achieve consumption benefits of about 5% on the average.”32 
According to ZF, the ZF TERRA+ can be used to power electric drives on implements with improved 
efficiency and has up to 10% more power available when compared to conventional hydraulic drives.33 

 

Figure 13. ZF TERRA+ starter generator in combination with the continuously variable S-Matic 
transaxle.34 

A patent application for a “Tractor with Hybrid Power System” outlines a concept for a diesel-over-
electric powertrain that includes energy recovery with battery storage. The concept also includes 
provisions for electrically powered variable speed PTO and an electrically powered hydraulic pump. The 
patent application stated that simulations of this hybrid system show 5 to 20% fuel savings, depending on 
the type of implement used with the tractor.35 

AGCO has developed a prototype, electrically powered, high-clearance sprayer that is claimed to 
deliver 35% more power to the ground than its conventional counterpart with the same engine. AGCO 
says the experimental ElectrRoGator1386 electric sprayer (Figure 14) has 36% higher torque, 6% more 
power, 20% better fuel efficiency, and better performance than their conventional 1386 sprayer. On the 
prototype, braking energy is dissipated as heat through resistor grids, but work is being done to recover 
and store this energy for use by other machine functions. AGCO indicates that combine harvesters also 
are good candidates for electric drive technology because they can benefit from the improved efficiency 
and independent control of multiple machine functions.36 

 

Figure 14. AGCO ElectRoGator 1386.36 

Electric and hybrid powertrains have been developed for several models of off-road industrial and 
construction equipment introduced for sale. Equipment types include crawler dozers, wheeled loaders, 
and excavators. 

Caterpillar’s D7E, a crawler dozer, introduced for sale in 2009, has a diesel-over-electric drivetrain 
for primary propulsion and electric accessories, including the AC compressor and water pump. Fuel 
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savings of 10 to 30% are being advertised, with some customers reporting larger savings in certain 
applications. Advertised claims also include 25% more material moved per liter of fuel. Fuel use can be 
reduced further on machines configured with an engine idle shutdown timer that can shut the engine off 
after a predetermined period of time at idle.37 

John Deere is marketing a 644K hybrid electric wheeled loader with claims of up to 25% average 
reduction in fuel consumption (based on Deere’s internal tests, including stockpiling, truck loading, and 
transport).38 Although this machine does not have energy storage capability, the diesel-over-electric 
powertrain is capable of recovering energy that can reduce engine load and fuel consumption.39 

Komatsu’s H205-1 hybrid excavator is claimed to have fuel savings of 25 to 41%. Kinetic energy is 
captured during braking and is stored in an ultra-capacitor to be used for power assistance during the next 
machine cycle. Komatsu’s literature suggests that the success of their hybrid system is due, in part, to the 
ability of ultra-capacitors to charge and discharge quickly for the high energy demand of the excavator, 
whereas battery storage would be too slow to be effective for this application.40 In addition, Hyundai 
reportedly has been working with ultra-capacitors for hybrid excavator designs.41 

Ricardo has developed a hybrid excavator demonstrator to show the benefits of their flywheel energy 
storage system and is claiming “10% fuel savings overall, with 30% fuel savings in some duty cycles.” 
The composite flywheel, rotating at 60,000 rpm in a vacuum, can store 0.25 kW-h and deliver up to 
28 Nm of torque. Ricardo is developing other flywheel storage models up to1.25 kW-h. With 65% lower 
cost than battery hybrid systems and still delivering 80% of the fuel economy, the flywheel hybrid system 
may be a good fit for machines with low volume production.41 

Caterpillar claims its 336E H hydraulic hybrid excavator uses up to 25% less fuel than a standard 
336E, with up to 50% greater efficiency in terms of ton of material moved per gallon of fuel.42 The 
hydraulic hybrid design captures braking energy in hydraulic accumulators that is used to accelerate the 
machine in subsequent machine cycles. In addition to the hydraulic hybrid design, contributions to fuel 
savings also come from advanced engine controls, including engine idle shutdown and on-demand engine 
power that reduces engine speed when less power is needed.43 

A characteristic shared by these machines, which makes them good candidates for hybrid drive and 
energy recovery systems, is that they are cycling machines, meaning segments of their typical work cycle 
involve dissipation of kinetic energy during direction changes, braking/deceleration, lowering of 
implements, etc., to stage the machine for the next work cycle. Many agricultural field operations 
(e.g., tillage, planting, and harvesting) are primarily steady state with infrequent cycles; therefore, they 
have limited opportunity to recover kinetic energy. However, there may be potential for energy recovery 
strategies during braking/deceleration events for self-propelled chemical applicators or tractors used for 
transporting material. 

2.1.4 Remote Power (Hydraulic, Mechanical, Electric) 

Early tractors were essentially mechanical replacements for horses with the primary purpose of 
providing drawbar power to pull implements through the field. As tractors and other farm machinery 
evolved, tractors took on additional capabilities to provide other types of power and controls for 
implements. Early belt drives were eventually replaced with a PTO shaft. A PTO consists of a rotating 
shaft to transmit mechanical power from the tractor to the implement at a standard speed of 540 rpm or 
1,000 rpm. Generally, PTOs operate at a fixed ratio of engine speed, although some modern tractors 
include an economy PTO mode that allows PTO operation at a reduced (but still fixed ratio of) engine 
speed for improved fuel efficiency. For example, PTO tests for a John Deere 5115M show fuel efficiency 
improvement of 7 to 24%, depending on load, when the PTO is operated on economy mode (i.e., 540 rpm 
PTO speed at 1,645 rpm engine speed) versus normal mode (i.e., 540 rpm PTO speed at 2,100 rpm engine 
speed).44 
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Patents exist for variable speed PTO drives that can provide constant speed PTO at reduced or 
varying engine speeds. The variable speed concept allows for shift-up-throttle-back transmission 
operation while still maintaining constant PTO speed and also enables controlling PTO speed as a ratio of 
ground speed, which may improve the efficiency of certain PTO-driven implement operations. If the 
tractor configuration is such that the hydraulic pump drives are downstream of the variable PTO drive, 
this can enable the tractor’s hydraulic pump(s) to be driven at constant speed regardless of engine speed, 
therefore maintaining hydraulic system performance at reduced engine speed.45 Another patent 
application describes the potential to use a similar variable speed PTO system; in this case, the PTO speed 
may be defined by GPS mapping and/or feedback from implements via ISO-bus with the goal of 
improving tractor and implement performance and efficiency.46 Although PTOs have high power density 
and efficient mechanical power transfer, the rigid nature of the mechanical PTO shafts can also be 
difficult to package in new implement designs. 

Hydraulic systems were later added to tractors to control basic implement functions (such as raising 
and lowering implements) and rotary power for functions (such as fans, augers, etc). Early hydraulic 
systems were quite simple, with fixed displacement pumps that operated a single function. As mobile 
fluid power systems evolved, they increased in complexity and also in capability and efficiency, with the 
ability to control multiple functions simultaneously at variable pressure and flow. Modern pressure and 
flow compensated hydraulics have high power density and variable control for multiple functions. A 
modern implement may have many hydraulic functions with simultaneous fluid power demands. A 
planter, for example, may have hydraulic functions for raising/lowering, folding for transport, folding 
markers, row unit down-pressure, vacuum fan motors, and fluid pumps. 

A study by Oak Ridge National Laboratory and the National Fluid Power Association concluded that 
across all industry sectors (of which agriculture is the second largest segment comprising 21.2% of total 
fluid power component sales), fluid power system efficiencies range from less than 9% to as high as 60%, 
with an average efficiency of 22%. Considering cumulative losses (including the transfer of power from 
the engine to the hydraulic pump, pump efficiency, line losses, valve losses, etc.), typical mobile 
hydraulic systems have an overall efficiency of approximately 14% (Figure 15).47 

 

Figure 15. Energy losses in mobile load sensing hydraulic application.47 

Typical modern hydraulic systems for mobile equipment have one or more hydraulically controlled 
variable displacement pumps to meet the demand of combined flow for all actuators in the system and the 
pressure demanded by the function requiring the highest pressure. While this satisfies requirements of the 
function with the highest pressure demand, pressure for other functions has to be reduced to a level 
required for each respective load. Reduction of pressure occurs when the fluid is throttled through control 
valves, which achieves the desired result of providing pressure and flow appropriate for each function. 
However, with the exception of the function operating at highest pressure, large energy losses occur due 
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to the pressure drop for the remaining loads (illustrated in Figure 16). Energy is lost as heat, which can 
drive additional energy consumption from a cooling fan if this heat is dissipated through the machine’s 
cooling system. Additionally, this hydraulic system configuration does not lend itself to effective energy 
recovery schemes, such as recovering kinetic energy from braking or recovering potential energy as 
actuators are lowered.48 

 

Figure 16. Pressure flow curve, single pump, dual function.51 

Research at Purdue University’s Maha Fluid Power Center includes work on high-efficiency mobile 
hydraulics. Significant fuel savings have been demonstrated on a hydraulic test bed machine that is being 
used to study throttle-less hydraulic actuation. Meter-less flow architecture allows flow from several 
smaller pumps to be paired with each individual actuator, thus eliminating the main control valve, which 
is the location of greatest energy loss (Figure 15). The only control element is the pump displacement. 
The unit automatically moves over-center to allow energy recovery. With this technology, hydraulic 
control valves are eliminated and control is achieved with displacement control or pump-controlled 
actuation instead. This technology is expected to provide fuel savings for multi-actuator machines used 
widely in construction, agricultural, and forestry industries, with significant fuel savings already 
demonstrated on the test bed. Additional work is planned for a hydraulic hybrid configuration with a goal 
of 50% fuel savings with no degradation of performance. This hydraulic actuation technology has been 
demonstrated on a wheel loader, where measurements showed 20% higher fuel efficiency. Independent 
side-by-side testing at a Caterpillar facility demonstrated 40% fuel savings over the standard machine.48 

The digital displacement pump is another fluid power technology that shows promise for improving 
hydraulic system efficiency, especially for part load conditions. A developer of this technology is 
claiming that replacing proportional valves and load sensing pumps in traditional fluid power systems 
with this digital displacement technology can provide double digit energy savings for off-road vehicles.49 

Hydraulic transformers for use with common pressure rail hydraulic systems also are under 
development with the hopes of overcoming inefficiencies of the current state-of-the-art load sensing 
systems and metering valves. This concept eliminates the throttling losses of metering valves and is 
expected to have higher efficiency at part load than that of a load sensing pump. Market readiness of this 
concept and its efficiency are not known.50 

load 2 
(low pressure) energy

load 1
(high pressure)
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Although PTO and hydraulic power systems are well established and effective for today’s 
applications, the search for more versatile and efficient power transfer continues. One alternative is 
electric power, which first debuted in 1954 on the Farmall Electrall tractor. The IH Farmall 450 had an 
integrated electric power generator that provided up to 10 kW of electric power for implements. Limited, 
in part, by availability of adequate electrical controls, the technology was not adopted at that time.51 

A recent source suggests electric drives would be suitable and beneficial for 28 drives on modern 
agricultural machines, 45% of which currently use hydraulic power and 55% which are mechanically 
driven.52 Electric power enables variable speeds control; therefore, functions can operate independently of 
engine speed and use only the power and energy needed for the given function. This tends to be more 
efficient than power transmission via a PTO shaft or hydraulics. Tractor accessories that can be 
electrically powered include the engine cooling fan, the air brake compressor, the air conditioner 
compressor, the engine water pump, and hydraulic pumps. The alternator and starter can be eliminated in 
some cases if onboard electric power is available from a starter generator.53 ISOBUS, a communication 
protocol for controller networks on agricultural machinery, is a key enabler for advanced controls that 
take advantage of torque and speed control capabilities of these electric systems. ISOBUS can be for 
control of tractor-mounted accessories or communication and control between tractors and implements. 

According to ZF, the ZF TERRA+ starter generator (described above) can be used to power electric 
drives on implements (shown schematically in Figure 17) with improved efficiency and up to 10% more 
power available when compared to conventional hydraulic drives. ZF also offers a 50-kW, PTO-driven 
generator as a retrofit to provide electric power for implements. This unit can provide various voltage 
output configurations for independent control of two 25-kW electric drives.33 

 

Figure 17. ZF TERRA+ electrification schematic.31 

John Deere also has a design for mobile electric power, with two 7030E premium series tractors 
introduced in 2007 and another in 2011, the 6210RE, all of which are intended for the European market at 
this time. This is a more efficient alternative to PTO or hydraulic power transfer and can offer electric 
power for implements. The tractor can include outlets to power electric tools and other devices. Adoption 
of these tractors has been limited, in part, by the lack of availability of electrically powered implements. 
Another barrier to further implementation of electrically powered farm implements has been 
standardization of generator/implement voltage and electric connections for the tractor-implement 
interface. This is being evaluated by the Agricultural Industry Electronics Foundation, who is working to 
establish engineering standards for electrical components on farm equipment.54 Replacing hydraulics with 
electric systems could displace petroleum-based fluid used in fluid power systems; however, power 
density for typical hydraulic systems (W/kg and W/m^3) can be more than an order of magnitude greater 
than that of electric systems, making it difficult to transition to larger and heavier electric components 
needed to deliver the same performance.47 “A comparison test with a John Deere 7530 Premium showed 
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that the 7530 E-Premium produced fuel savings of up to 13.8 percent when pulling a power harrow and 
9.3 percent when pulling a trailer. In a DLG-PowerMix test, the 7530 E- Premium saved up to 5 percent 
compared to conventional tractors, including John Deere 7530 Premium, Deutz-Fahr Agrotron M 640, 
Fendt 820 Vario TMS, Case IH Puma 180, and New Holland T7040.”55 

Fendt developed a concept tractor built from their 700 Series model that includes a 130-kW generator 
to power auxiliary functions on the tractor and provide electric power for implements.56 The Fendt 
concept uses DC voltage, while John Deere is using AC power for implements. Standardization of electric 
power for implements will be important to getting this technology to market and to having compatibility 
with third party implement designs. A number of implement manufacturers have been investigating 
electrification of implements to improve efficiency and productivity. Like electrified tractors, electrified 
implements have been primarily developed in the European market. A survey of Austrian manufacturers 
showed the following characteristics for electric drives:52 

Advantages: Disadvantages: 

Controllability High mass 

Easy torque and speed measurement Space requirements 

Possibility for fault finding Cost efficient standard components currently not available 

Ease of distribution of power Robustness 

High efficiency Safety requirements 

Overload capability Interface problems 

Low noise level Storage technology 
 

Fliegl Agrartechnik GmbH is touting electrically powered axles on trailers as a way of improving 
material handling/transport efficiency (as shown in Figure 18). Because of the design complexities and 
lack of adequate controls to adjust trailer ground speed to match that of the tractor, mechanical PTO 
power transfer to drive trailer axles has not been practical. Although these obstacles can be overcome 
with hydraulic power, it is a low efficiency alternative. Electrically driven trailer axles are easier to 
implement and are becoming practical with the introduction of power generators on tractors. This 
manufacturer claims that an electric system would be 65 to 75% efficient, compared to the 25 to 55% 
efficiency of a hydraulic system. Powered axles on trailers can allow a smaller tractor to transport a 
greater amount of weight, enabling the reduction of tractor ballast, which means energy is not expended 
in carrying an unproductive mass of ballast.57 

 

Figure 18. Trailer with electrically powered traction axle.57 

Kinze’s 4900 planter is available with electrically driven seed and insecticide metering for 
high-accuracy variable rate application of crop inputs. Other conventional drive options include hydraulic 
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or ground drive configurations.58 The electric drive configuration is powered by a hydraulically driven 
generator mounted on the planter.59 Although no claims were found regarding reduction in fuel use or 
improved efficiency, this is an example of the electrification of implements in the North American 
market, which currently does not offer tractors with onboard electric power. Kverneland Group (Norway) 
also has developed a variable rate precision seed drill, where each planting unit is controlled 
independently with electric motors.60 Graham Equipment has developed an Electric Planter Drive kit to 
retrofit existing planters.61 

Amazone has developed electric drives for precision seeding and a fully electric chemical applicator 
(Figure 19). Each major function on the UX eSpray trailed sprayer is powered independently with electric 
motors. Independent, fully variable control allows each function to be operated at optimum speed and 
load for the given conditions without being tied to tractor engine speed.62 

 

Figure 19. Electric pump drive (top) and UX eSpray components schematic (bottom).62 

The “axis” spreader showed that an electric drive configuration was most efficient and had the best 
tractor/implement fuel economy when compared to two hydraulic drive configurations and one 
mechanical drive configuration on this same model spreader.64 

One source reports that Claas is investigating the use of electric drives for self-propelled forage 
harvesters and combine harvesters.65 Patent filings by other parties further indicate investigation of 
agricultural machinery electrification. A patent for an electrically powered hay baler claims energy 
savings by optimizing machine functions for crop conditions (Figure 20).66 A patent exists for a combine 
harvester with integrated electric motors powering grain threshing and conveying functions, as well as 
drive wheels, but makes no claims on efficiency gains (Figure 21).67 
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Figure 20. John Deere patent for round baler with electrically driven roller.66 

 

Figure 21. John Deere patent for electrically driven threshing cylinder.67 

Electrification of implements has the potential for energy savings through more efficient power 
transfer and savings from the precision agriculture perspective through more efficient and effective 
application of seed and chemicals. Parallel development of electrified tractors and implements, along with 
standardization of electric power protocols and hardware, will be key to further development of 
electrification of mobile agricultural equipment.64 

2.1.5 Tires and Tire Pressure 

Since their first use on agricultural tractors in the 1930s, pneumatic tires have demonstrated 
significant benefits over steel wheels. A 1934 evaluation of steel wheels versus pneumatic tires on a WC 
Allis-Chalmers tractor showed a 45% fuel economy advantage for the rubber tires. Since that time, 
pneumatic tires have become the dominant traction device for agricultural tractors and implements. Early 
bias ply tires have been replaced in many applications with more efficient radial tires, with one source 
indicating radial tires have a 6 to 14% advantage in traction, fuel efficiency, and reduced wheel slippage 
over bias ply tires.68 
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Improvements in tire performance continue to be realized as tire technology evolves. Michelin is 
indicating up to 25% fuel saving for their new Ultraflex technology agricultural tires that operate at lower 
than standard pressures69 (although the baseline for this comparison is not clear). Firestone is indicating as 
much as 4% fuel savings for tractor tires with their AD2 Advanced Deflection Design compared to 
standard equivalent-size radial tires.70 

While tractors are primarily designed to operate off-road, ground conditions vary significantly. A 
tractor set up for optimum performance for tillage in sandy soil may have reduced efficiency when pulling 
a chemical applicator in heavy clay soils. Two variables on the tractor that affect this performance are tire 
pressure and ballast. Both parameters have been studied and show there is no single setting for all 
conditions. For example, proper ballast is achieved when the tractor has approximately 10% wheel slip 
when working on soil. Optimum ballast configuration changes as soil conditions and implement loads 
change. Performance related to tire pressure is similar, optimum tire pressure for one set of conditions is 
inefficient for others. 

A field demonstration showed an 8% average fuel savings for a four-wheel-drive tractor when 
operating with recommended tire pressures versus overinflated tires. A mechanical front-wheel- drive 
tractor showed an 11% improvement in field capacity and 26% improvement in fuel efficiency using tire 
pressure recommendations when compared to overinflated tires. Although this field demonstration was 
not a scientific study, it clearly indicates potential fuel savings with proper tire pressure. An on-farm 
study, with self-reported data from four four-wheel-drive tractors doing fall tillage, showed 5.3 to 10.3% 
improvement in fuel efficiency for properly inflated tires versus overinflated tires.71 

The effects of tire inflation pressure were studied for a tractor towing a trailer on paved roads. The 
test was repeated at several load levels with three different tire inflation pressures, each of which was 
within the recommended inflation pressure range indicated in the tractor operator’s manual. Results 
clearly showed the benefits of having the correct tire pressure for the operating conditions, with up to 
11.4% improvement in fuel economy (miles per gallon in this case) for the highest inflation pressure 
when compared to the lowest inflation pressure.72 The scope of this study included only transport 
operations on paved roads; therefore, it did not have data showing the likely benefits of low inflation 
pressures for off-road farm operations. 

A central tire inflation system marketed by Spicer claims to improve fuel efficiency by up to 3.3% 
and to increase tire life by up to 10%.73 This system includes an on-board air compressor and pneumatic 
control unit to allow the operator to increase tire pressure for travel on hard surface roads and decrease 
tire pressure for work in softer soils. 

Fendt is offering a factory-installed tire pressure regulating system on their 900 Vario series of 
tractors with claims of up to a 10% fuel savings. The system is also capable of adjusting tire pressure on 
the tractor and towed implements. Fendt indicates the system is capable of increasing tire pressure by one 
bar (14.5 psi) in 10 minutes and reducing by one bar (14.5 psi) in 2 minutes via command from an 
electronic operator interface in the cab.74 

Patents for central tire inflation systems owned by major industry original equipment manufacturers 
(OEMs) indicate interest in these systems for series production. Existing patents include systems not only 
for tires on tractors and prime movers, but also for implements where inflation pressure may be managed 
based on predetermined soil maps and GPS position real-time or closed-loop control based on soil 
characteristics or dynamic axle loads measured in real-time.75 Patents include combine harvesters where 
gross machine mass and tire loads change during operation as harvested material is accumulated in an 
onboard storage bin or with different headers.76 This principle also could apply to chemical applicators 
where gross machine weight changes as the payload is dispersed. 

Literature reviewed regarding central tire inflation systems suggested that, in addition to reduced fuel 
use and longer tire life, other benefits include increased crop production as a result of reduced soil 
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compaction, increased traction/reduced slippage, improved operator comfort, and improved stability when 
driving on hard surface roads. 

A patent filing exists for a concept involving dynamically changing a vehicle’s footprint during 
operation (described as a virtual-foot or v-foot). Similar to the central tire inflation systems, claimed 
benefits include improving fuel efficiency by reducing rolling resistance and reduced soil compaction by 
increasing ground contact area, but also improved stability. However, in this case, the premise is to 
change the shape of the ground contact patch by one of several means, including changing the shape, 
stiffness, volume, or other properties of wheels, tracks, or tires by using polymers, magneto-rheological or 
electro-rheological materials; changing gas pressure; changing a circular wheel into a generally triangular 
track; or changing the width of the ground-contacting elements. The virtual-foot concept can include 
closed loop control, based on geographic zones with desired vehicle characteristics based on topography 
or soil characteristics.77 Although improved fuel efficiency is claimed, this claim is not quantified. 

Galileo Wheel Ltd. has developed a tire with an “accordion-shaped” folding sidewall (Figure 22) that 
is claimed to allow change in footprint area while maintaining consistent ground pressure distribution and 
fuel savings through reduced rolling resistance and reduced slippage. At low tire pressures, the sidewall 
folds, as opposed to a standard tire, where the sidewall deforms and causes increased rolling resistance 
and generation of heat.78 

 

Figure 22. Galileo wheel with accordion-shape sidewall design.78 

There are clear benefits to having proper tire inflation pressures, but it is not clear if there is a net 
reduction in energy use when the energy to power an air compressor is included. Data comparing energy 
consumed by tire pressure management devices (e.g., air compressors and associated hardware) versus 
energy saved by having optimally inflated tires was not found. 

3. IMPLEMENT OPERATIONS—SECONDARY FUEL USE 
Although tractors are seen as the primary energy users because that is where fuel is consumed, 

implements drive the energy required by the tractor. While it is certainly justified to expend effort and 
resources on improving tractor efficiency, a tractor’s primary purpose is to provide power to implements 
where work is done on the soil or crop. By improving implement efficiency, a direct reduction in energy 
use is achieved. Tillage and harvesting operations typically have shown to require the most energy 
(Figure 23). Although research has focused on implement efficiency, reports related to engine, 
powertrain, and overall tractor efficiency are far more common. 

Reports on tillage implements equipped with sweeps and rolling coulters indicated that the 
configuration of ground-engaging components could be arranged to reduce draft requirements by up to 
45% during field tests;79 note that this does not involve design changes to the ground engaging tools, but 
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simply changing their location and relative position on the implement frame. While it is not clear if this 
dramatic reduction in draft is achievable on a commercial scale or in all soil types; however, it does 
demonstrate potential for energy reduction requirements through optimization. 

 

Figure 23. Diesel use by operation for combines and tractors with implements.1 

Tractor and implement designs have evolved over time, becoming more productive and reliable; 
however, performance of the tractor-implement system has largely been determined by the skill and 
experience of the operator. With modern electronic controls being applied to this equipment, tractor-
implement-automation is becoming feasible. Tractor-implement-automation via controller area network, 
using ISOBUS communication protocols, can allow an implement to dynamically request changes in 
tractor parameters. This has been demonstrated on the John Deere 6030 premium series tractors with a 
John Deere 864 round baler and with a Pöttinger Jumbo Loader Wagon, where the implements are 
allowed to request control of tractor parameters, including travel speed, acceleration rate, and hydraulic 
and PTO controls. In the case of tractor-implement-automation applied to the round baler, when the rate 
of material entering the baler changed, as detected by real-time sensors monitoring the volume of hay in 
the incoming windrow or by approximated PTO torque determined by the tractor, the baler requested 
changes in travel speed and the acceleration rate of the tractor to provide uniform flow rate into the baler. 
When the baler sensed the chamber was full, a request was sent to the tractor to stop and the bale was 
automatically tied. Once the tying operation was complete, hydraulic controls were requested to activate 
and eject the finished bale. Benefits included increased productivity, avoidance of plugging the baler, 
reduced idle time, and more consistent bales. At this time, only implements “certified” by the tractor 
manufacturer can request control of select tractor parameters, because some proprietary messages are 
used that are not specified in ISOBUS Class 3. ISOBUS Class 3 is the highest level of ISOBUS capability 
that allows the tractor electronic control unit to receive and execute commands that are sent from 
implement electronic control units. In the case of the John Deere 6R series tractors, tractor-implement-
automation appears to be available in the European market; however, it is not yet available in North 
America.80 
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With no ability for an implement to control tractor hydraulics directly, some implement designs 
include auxiliary hydraulic valves installed on the implement itself, where they can be controlled locally. 
In this case, the tractor hydraulics may be active continuously so that fluid power is immediately available 
to the auxiliary valves to provide local control of implement functions. Maintaining continuous activation 
of the tractor hydraulics and throttling oil through a second set of valves can result in significant energy 
losses and heating of the oil. Additional parasitic losses may result if the tractor’s cooling fan is required 
to run faster to cool the hydraulic oil. Better integration of tractor and implement controls may reduce 
these inefficiencies. 

Improvements in combine efficiency include optimizing material flow through the threshing unit, 
reducing overall machine weight, and including advanced controls that adjust machine parameters to 
maximize operating efficiency.81,82 Patents granted to major OEMs show that consideration has been 
given to the electrification of combine harvesters, but this has not yet shown up in the marketplace.67 

4. ALTERNATIVE FUELS 
Displacing diesel with alternative fuels seems like an easy solution to reducing petroleum use; 

however, the availability of alternative fuels may not have significant impact on current petroleum use. In 
the OEM survey, availability of alternative fuels ranked as the highest barrier for alternative fuels to 
reducing petroleum consumption in off-road agricultural equipment systems. In the same survey, cost 
ranked highest as a barrier to further utilization of alternative fuels, closely followed by distribution and 
production, customer perception/acceptance, engine technology, and energy density (on-machine storage 
capacity) (see Appendix A). One OEM survey comment stated: “Indirect use of alternative fuels is a future 
consideration in order to satisfy customer needs for storage and energy density, cost, and infrastructure 
issues.” 

4.1 Biofuels 

4.1.1 Biodiesel 

Biodiesel is readily used as a direct substitute for petroleum diesel fuel with no engine modifications 
required, which has allowed biodiesel to displace approximately 1 billion gallons of petroleum diesel 
annually in the United States since 2011. Biodiesel that meets industry specifications (ASTM 6751 for 
B100) can be included as a fuel additive to improve lubricity or as a blending component. Biodiesel and 
petroleum fuel blends that contain 5% or less biodiesel will meet the standard diesel fuel specification 
ASTM 975D. Fuel blends containing 6 to 20% biodiesel have a specific standard (ASTM 7467), but are 
less commonly used. Biodiesel (B100), meeting specification ASTM 6751, can be used as a standalone 
fuel, but this use is not typical and would primarily serve niche applications that specifically target the 
environmental benefits of a clean renewable fuel. 

Biodiesel inclusion in agricultural diesel use is common and often promoted to the agricultural sector, 
which is the primary source for the feedstock (e.g., vegetable oils and animal fats) that are used to 
produce biodiesel. Agricultural OEMs support use of biodiesel fuel blends primarily at the 20% blend 
inclusion rate or lower. OEM support often includes factory fueling with 5% or 20% biodiesel fuel 
blends. Case IH and New Holland support biodiesel fuel use up to 100%.83 However biodiesel represents 
a relatively small fraction of overall diesel consumption. Biodiesel production reached 1.8 billion gallons 
per year in 2013 (Figure 24), which represents approximately 3% of total diesel fuel consumption in the 
United States (55 billion gallons per year). Data for biodiesel use specifically in agricultural equipment 
are not available, but if one-third of the farm diesel fuel used contained 5% biodiesel, one-third contained 
2% biodiesel, and the remaining third contained 0% biodiesel, the agricultural sector would be consuming 
approximately 70 million gallons of biodiesel or 3 to 6% of U.S. biodiesel production. This suggests the 
biodiesel industry could supply a greater fraction of biodiesel to the agricultural fuel sector if higher 
utilization rates were adopted. 
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Figure 24. United States biodiesel production (source: National Biodiesel Board). 

Despite biodiesel’s environmental attributes and lubricity-enhancing qualities, feedstock supply and 
cost limit extensive penetration into the petroleum diesel fuel market. New feedstock sources and 
processing techniques to produce biodiesel, or an alternative biomass-based diesel fuel, are being 
investigated; however, wide-scale commercial implementation is not likely in less than 5 to 10 years. 
Algal-based biodiesel production is a key example of this effort. If adapted at petroleum refinery scales, 
algal-based biodiesel could potentially be produced at levels matching diesel demands. However, this 
potential is limited by numerous challenges and obstacles that not only impact production costs but 
technical feasibility as well. These challenges and obstacles are well documented in general and scientific 
articles.84 

4.1.2 Ethanol 

Ethanol, an oxygen-rich, high-octane fuel, is readily used as a direct substitute for petroleum gasoline 
fuel with currently adapted engine designs in the automobile industry. This has allowed ethanol to 
displace approximately 12 to 14 billion gallons of petroleum gasoline annually since 2010. The limited 
use of spark ignition engines and the associated volume of petroleum gasoline for off-road agriculture 
applications have limited inclusion of any significant ethanol volumes in agricultural production. 
However, some experimental and niche applications have been demonstrated. 

The most notable approach has been ethanol-diesel fuel blends (i.e., E-diesel), which include additive 
packages that allow splash blending, typically between 10 to 15% ethanol inclusions. The National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory supported multiple studies addressing technical barriers and safety and 
performance assessments of E-diesel blends.85, 86 

Potential advantages referenced include the following: 

 Displacement of imported petroleum with a domestic and renewable resource 

 Significant lowering of diesel particulate matter emissions 

 Possible improvement in cold flow properties imparted by ethanol 
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 Possible improvement in fuel lubricity imparted by the emulsifier additives. 

The main technical barriers referenced for commercialization include the following: 

 Low flashpoint – E-diesel cannot be safely handled like conventional diesel; it must be handled like 
gasoline, which may necessitate some modifications to storage and handling equipment and 
equipment fuel systems 

 Obtaining OEM warranty acceptance – a large body of test data acquired in close cooperation with 
OEMs will be necessary 

 EPA fuel registration requirements – E-diesel would be required to undergo time- consuming and 
expensive emission and health effects testing. 

Recommended actions to reduce safety risks include the following: 

 Equipping all fuel storage tank vents and the vehicle tank vent and fill openings with flame arresters 
designed for use with ethanol 

 Ensuring all fuel transfer processes, including vehicle fueling, incorporate effective vapor recovery 
systems 

 Establishing an electrical ground connection between the vehicle and the fueling station fuel 
dispenser 

 Ensuring the vehicle fuel tank level detectors are of an intrinsically safe design. 

Adopting these modifications could allow the relative risk of E-diesel use to be comparable to that for 
gasoline and diesel fuel use in centrally fueled vehicle fleets. However, performance tests for E-diesel 
concluded a loss of maximum engine power was the most significant adverse performance effect, 
followed by possible fuel pump cavitation, causing fuel vaporization in injectors and potential fuel filter 
clogging. Recommended actions to address these possible adverse effects included the following: 

 Increasing the capacity of the fuel injection pumps as necessary 

 Installing an electric fuel pump at the vehicle fuel tank and restricting fuel return line flow 

 Ensuring that all fuel handling systems and equipment engine fuel system components are of 
E-diesel compatible materials. 

These challenges have limited adaptation of E-diesel, although ethanol or methanol utilization in 
compression ignition engines has not been abandoned completely. Research continues with dual fuel 
systems that deliver multiple fuels to the combustion chamber of the engine.87 Preliminary research at the 
University of Nebraska indicates fumigation of ethanol in the air intake of a primarily diesel-fueled 
compression ignition engine will improve the engine’s emission profile without reducing overall energy 
efficiency (Btu/hp-hr).88 Imran reports alcohol fumigation leads to reduction in carbon dioxide up to 
7.2%, nitrous oxides up to 20%, and particulate matter up to 57%, and that brake thermal efficiency 
decreases at low engine load and increases at higher engine load.89 

Engine emission regulations, as with the use of ethanol for automobile transportation, may provide 
the best opportunity for ethanol to enter the off-road agricultural industry. As equipment is being designed 
to meet Tier 4 final emission regulations, some manufactures have explored the use of spark ignition 
engines that could utilize high-compression engines with high-octane fuel (such as ethanol) to provide a 
more cost-effective path to meet emission requirements. 

Spark ignition engines for stationary applications (irrigation or other remote power requirements) 
have often been implemented to utilize the low-cost energy sources ($/Btu) (such as locally available well 
field gas, natural gas from nearby pipeline distributions, and propane and ethanol when economical). 
Amerifuels, LLC is one example of agricultural producers’ interest to use ethanol fuel produced from 
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their corn production.90 The spark ignition engine and associated fuel delivery system allows producers to 
select the most economical fuel for the system. With the decline in natural gas prices since 2008, natural 
gas has typically been more economical. 

Flex-fuel (ethanol and gasoline fuel blends) spark ignition engines have also been introduced for 
select niche application equipment such as John Deere’s Flex Fuel ZTrak commercial lawn mower, but 
have not been introduced for equipment that uses significant quantities of fuel. 

4.2 Hydrogen 
Hydrogen fuel cells provide an alternative fuel option. The first fuel cell tractor was prototyped by 

Allis Chalmers in 1959 in their AC D-12 tractor chassis and was fueled with a mixture of gases, but 
primarily by propane. An electric motor powered by this fuel cell may have also made this the first 
electric drive tractor. Although Allis Chalmers reportedly noted that their tractor was twice as efficient as 
others of the period, this tractor did not make it to mainstream production.91 

A modern hydrogen fuel cell-powered tractor has been developed by New Holland. Their NH2 
working prototype (Figure 25), capable of 79 kW (106 hp), has independent electric motors for traction 
and implement power, allowing fully variable control to meet the demand.92,93 Although this tractor uses 
no petroleum-based fuel and emits only water vapor, the availability of hydrogen fuel and the associated 
distribution infrastructure are significant barriers to widespread implementation of this technology. 

 

Figure 25. New Holland’s NH2 hydrogen-powered tractor.94 

4.3 Natural Gas Substitution in Tractors 

4.3.1 Natural Gas-Fueled Tractors 

In 2010, natural gas was priced 42% less than diesel fuel per unit of energy and the pricing spread 
between the two fuels is expected to continue.95 Two options exist for using natural gas (NG) in tractors 
for diesel replacement: (1) pure natural gas or (2) dual fuel systems. The NG needs to be utilized as either 
compressed natural gas (CNG) or liquefied natural gas (LNG). 

The Steyr Profi 4135 tractor is a dedicated NG tractor reportedly scheduled for market launch in 2015 
(Figure 26).96 This tractor is equipped with a 3.0-L, four-cylinder engine capable of 100-kW rated power 
and 105-kW maximum power. With nine onboard fuel tanks, it can carry 300 L of NG or biogas. For 
comparison, a Steyr Profi 4130 is a similarly sized diesel tractor (four-cylinder engine with 97-kW rated 
power, 105-kW maximum power) with 176 L onboard diesel storage capacity.97 The Profi 4135 would 
have an estimated run time of 49% of that expected for an equivalent diesel tractor and also would use 
1.7 times the volume for CNG compared to diesel; this estimate is based on TUFFSHELL CNG tank 
specifications, where a 303-L CNG tank at 3,600 psi would store 86.7 L of diesel equivalent.98 In the 
interest of maintaining high field efficiency, tractor operators prefer to have enough fuel on board to 
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allow a full day’s work without downtime for refueling. With this in mind, it may be difficult for the 
market to accept a 50% reduction in run time before refueling. 

New Holland created a 135-hp methane-powered research tractor that can also run on diesel fuel. This 
tractor is being tested in Europe where on-farm production of biogas is available. The T6.140 Methane 
Power tractor can store 50 kg of compressed gas, which provides fuel for approximately half a workday, 
but can be supplemented with diesel fuel from a 15-L diesel tank.99 

Dual system fuel consumption is typically split between 80 to 90% natural gas and 10 to 20% diesel, 
with diesel used primarily during ignition. Most dual-fuel systems are variable retrofitted hybrids that 
convert older machinery (Figure 26) and users suggest improved fuel economy compared to conventional 
diesel use.100 Most retrofits are performed by local companies or farm operators. 

a  b  c  

Figure 26. Natural gas tractors: a. Profi 4135, dedicated natural gas; b. retrofit dual fuel; and c. Valtra 
T133, dual fuel production hybrid. 

Valtra produces the T133 that runs entirely on diesel or as a dual-fuel system with 83% NG and 17% 
diesel (Figure 26).101 The T133 has a maximum power of 104 kW and a maximum torque of 580 Nm in 
either configuration. The T133 is estimated to reduce fuel costs by 10 to 40%. A comparable diesel tractor 
is the John Deere 6140D, which has a maximum power of 104 kW and a max torque of 574 Nm102 (see 
Table1). 

Table 1. Specifications for tractors fueled by natural gas, biogas, and diesel. 

Tractor 
Steyr Profi 4135, 

natural gas 
Valtra T133, 

diesel 
Valtra T133, 

biogas 
Deere 6140D,  

diesel 

Max Power (kW) 105 104 104 104 

Max Torque (Nm) 542 580 580 574 

Diesel/gas ratio (%) 0%/100% 100%/0% 17%/83% 100%/0 % 
 

4.3.2 Natural Gas Resources and Prices 

Production of U.S. NG in 2011 was estimated to be 23,000 billion cubic feet, while U.S. consumption 
totaled 24,369 billion cubic feet.103 A relatively small portion of total use (i.e., 33 billion cubic feet) was 
used for all vehicle transportation. The average nominal cost for NG in the transportation sector during 
2010 was $6.25 per thousand cubic feet. Based on the typical energy density of NG at 1,050 Btu per cubic 
foot104, transportation NG cost $5.95 per MBtu in 2010, compared to average residential NG at $10.29 per 
MBtu in 2011. Based on the typical energy density of diesel (139,000 Btu per gallon)104 diesel costs were 
$27.63 per MBtu of energy, assuming an average on-highway diesel cost of $3.84 per gallon. Thus, direct 
cost of NG is about 20% of diesel per unit energy, but use of CNG and LNG both require an additional 
cost to compress. 
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Total diesel fuel production and consumption in the United States is expected to increase 18% by 
2020 and 23% by 2040.105 Transportation NG is expected to increase 100% by 2020 and by 2,500% by 
2040, where 0.52% of diesel is currently offset by NG with projections of 0.88% in 2020 and 11% in 
2040. Increases in NG use are expected primarily in trucking and fleet vehicles, which can more 
effectively use the limited NG refueling infrastructure.106 

4.3.3 Natural Gas Infrastructure: Refueling Sites and Fuel Storage 

There are two significant barriers to developing NG infrastructure: safety and cost.95 Diesel is a liquid 
at typical atmospheric conditions and no special precautions are needed to prevent fuel loss. Storage 
systems for NG must be exceptionally sealed to prevent fuel loss. The related necessary safety 
precautions also increase the overall cost of storage both on vehicles and at refueling sites. 

In the United States in 2013, there were 585 CNG and 32 LNG public refueling locations, mostly in 
California.107 By comparison, there are over 157,000 gasoline stations in the United States.108 There are 
some private NG stations operated by municipal fleets and trucking industries, which increase the total 
number of CNG and LNG stations to approximately 1,000.109 Another possibility is to use home refueling 
units connected to existing NG lines.110 

Refueling sites need to consider tank pressure, ambient temperature, and refueling rate when 
designing a station.111 There are two options to refuel CNG: fast fill and time fill. Fast fill NG stations 
operate under similar time intervals as gas stations, but require CNG under higher pressure (about 
5,000 psi) and cost significantly more to implement. Time fill stations use smaller compressors (about 
800 to 3,000 psi) and typically refuel vehicles overnight. Time fill stations are intended for fleets or home 
refueling units. From CNG, LNG can be produced onsite; however, it is usually delivered by a tanker 
truck. Operators of LNG must wear protective clothing during the refueling process because it is a super 
cooled fluid (-260° F).112 

On vehicles, CNG is typically stored at 3,000 or 3,600 psi in tube-shaped steel cylinders.113 The tanks 
can be mounted on the rear, top, or underside of the vehicles; the mounting location is more important on 
long distance vehicles where drag is a greater concern. In general, low-cost CNG storage technologies are 
needed to make CNG more viable. One such technology is the TUFFSHELL fuel tanks made of 
carbon-fiber composite materials from Lincoln Composites (Hexagon) a subsidiary of General Dynamics, 
which can provide a 70% weight reduction compared to typical steel cylinders.114 These tanks are 
available in similar sizes to standard metal tanks and have operating pressures of 3,000 psi; 3,600 psi; 
5,000 psi; and 10,000 psi. 

For some vehicles, LNG can be used instead of CNG, but must be maintained at -260°F by leaking 
some fuel off the tank (LNG occupies 1/600th the volume of typical NG).115 This process only works on 
vehicles that are being constantly driven (e.g., long-haul trucks), meaning it is impractical for farm 
operations. 

4.3.4 Trends in Heavy Trucks: Diesel Substitution with Natural Gas 

Several companies have begun converting diesel-powered vehicle fleets to use CNG and LNG to 
improve fuel efficiency and save costs; these companies include the U.S. Postal Service, the United Parcel 
Service, and Walmart. Two primary industries are replacing diesel with NG: municipal vehicles and 
trucking fleets. Both of these operate on predictable pathways, minimizing the need for a vast refueling 
network.116 Long distance trucking fleets can utilize LNG due to the fuel storage limitations of CNG, 
while CNG is easier to accommodate in municipal vehicles, which can refill as needed. 

In 1979, the United States Postal Service began operating 54 CNG vehicles in five locations. The 
United States Postal Service now has over 43,000 alternative-fueled vehicles in their fleet, with over 
7,000 NG-converted delivery vehicles.117 The United Parcel Service began using NG in their fleet in 
1989. Currently, the United Parcel Service operates over 2,600 alternative vehicles, with about 
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1,000 CNG and 112 LNG vehicles. As of April 23, 2013, the United Parcel Service announced plans to 
expand their LNG refueling network and add 700 new LNG vehicles by 2015.118 Walmart has tested five 
LNG trucks since 2009 in California and plans to continue testing CNG trucks; however, they cite the 
lack of the refueling infrastructure as the primary challenge to further implementation.119 

Over 140 cities have converted portions of their municipal diesel fleets to NG, including Lower 
Merion, PA and Tulsa, OK.120 Lower Merion began converting school buses to CNG in 1995, with half of 
their 114 bus fleet using CNG as of February 16, 2013. The city plans to convert all buses to CNG when 
refueling sites become available. In 2010, Tulsa converted 63 of their 142 school buses to use CNG, with 
expected savings of $750,000 once the entire fleet was converted.121 Tulsa also converted 15 of their 
60 city buses to CNG in 2011.122 

Another alternative to diesel is dimethyl ether. Dimethyl ether does not require cryogenic 
temperatures and can be maintained at 75 psi, making it advantageous compared with CNG or LNG.123 
Oberon fuels launched the first facility to produce dimethyl ether in California, partnering with Volvo 
Trucks and Safeway Inc.124 

The primary reasons NG is not being implemented on farms more extensively is the low energy 
density of the fuel and the lack of refueling infrastructure (this conclusion is consistent with the survey 
results shown in Appendix A). Technology for retrofitting existing tractors to use NG is available. Fuel 
storage technology is progressing with carbon-fiber tanks. Efforts to increase refueling networks and 
spread awareness about the savings NG provides can increase implementation. 

5. FARMING SYSTEMS—SECONDARY FUEL USE 

5.1 Cultural Practices 

5.1.1 Equipment Selection and Operations Management 

Well matched tractor and implement systems have greater operating efficiency. Often machinery 
matching is based on practical experience; however, analysis tools are available to aid in making 
machinery management decisions. For example, a spreadsheet for matching tractor and drawn implements 
was developed by Grisso et al., which, in addition to matching tractors and implements, can help optimize 
weight distribution and tire pressure, as well as compute estimated field capacity and fuel consumption.125 

Real-time performance monitors are enabling operators to manage equipment for improved 
efficiency. The operator interface on some machinery includes indications of productivity (acres/hour) 
and/or fuel use (gallons/hour). These monitoring functions continue to evolve, with some systems 
providing indications of real-time efficiency. For example, an AGCO patent application for a field 
efficiency gauge describes a system where real-time field fuel efficiency is displayed for the operator, 
along with a comparison efficiency value the operator should try to achieve, and with indicators or alarms 
if the current value is less than the target efficiency. The comparison value could be based on historic 
values or a predetermined goal for the operator.126 

Claas’s telematics on implement system allows monitoring of tractor and implement system status 
and performance via ISOBUS. Onboard machine data are available to the operator and are transferred to a 
web server where it can be accessed from any location. Analysis of these data can provide insights to 
machine utilization, idle time, settings, location, capacity, and fuel consumption. This information can be 
used to optimize logistics, train and motivate operators, make full use of machine capacity, manage crop 
inputs, and optimize equipment efficiency.127 Claas’s CEMOS system for combine harvesters can be 
configured to automatically manage harvester functions for one of four strategies: maximum throughput, 
minimal fuel consumption, high grain quality, or optimum balance.128 

As telematics products and services are being becoming increasingly available for agricultural 
machinery, farm management information systems are being developed to help farmers manage and 
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analyze these data to support business planning, records management, and equipment utilization. Claas’ 
Farm Management System, Case IH’s Advanced Farming System, and John Deere’s FarmSight are 
examples.129 Much of the emphasis from these telematics and data management systems is on improving 
efficiency of farm operations and related reduction in fuel use. 

Controlled traffic farming is a crop production system in which permanent traffic lanes are used in 
crop fields. There are many potential agronomic benefits for doing this, but this practice has also been 
shown to reduce fuel use due to lower rolling resistance because machinery travels on firm soil in the 
traffic lanes, there is less pass-to-pass overlap, and there is reduced tillage draft due to the less compacted 
soil between travel lanes. Little information has been found on controlled traffic farming in the United 
States, but sources indicate notable energy savings where CTF has been used in other countries. One 
source indicates, “Energy savings of up to 70% have been recorded within particular cropping 
systems…pulling force reduction of 18% to 37% have been recorded depending on tillage depth… 
random trafficking can increase the power used for a given operation by around 100%.”130 

Strip tillage is another method of seed-bed preparation that is gaining popularity across the United 
States. Strip till involves cultivating only a strip of soil across a field where seed will later be planted; in 
many cases, nutrients also may be applied in the furrow, reducing the need for later applications. Between 
the tilled areas, the soil is left undisturbed, which offers several benefits, including elimination of energy 
(e.g., fuel) for cultivation in these locations. A 2006 document, prepared by University of Illinois 
Cooperative Extension, indicated that for typical cropping practices within the state, strip till would result 
in the lowest management strategy in terms of fuel consumption, using approximately 2.4 gallons per acre 
(the same as using a no-till system). Crop production practices using standard tillage and deep tillage 
resulted in fuel use estimates of 3.7 and 4.0 gallons per acre, respectively.131 

5.1.2 Tillage Considerations 

Dominant crops associated with diesel consumption in the United States include corn (19%), hay 
(18%), soybean (16%), wheat (6%), and 28 other crops (42%) (Table 2). Based on surveys by Crop 
Residue Management, conservation tillage accounted for about 40% of cropland tillage in the United 
States in 2004 (CTIC 2006), reduced tillage accounted for about 21%, and conventional tillage accounted 
for about 38% of cropland tillage practices in the same year (the sum of these practices is roughly 
equivalent to the reduced tillage scenario in Table 2). Nationwide trends in tillage practices for all 
cropland indicate that there has been a decline in the use of conventional and reduced tillage practices, 
with an increase in conservation tillage, particularly no-till (Figure 27).132 Use of only no-till farming 
practices, instead of reduced-tillage scenarios, are estimated to be able to reduce on-farm diesel use for 
crop production by as much as 20%, based on analysis using the FEAT model (Table 2, Figure 28). 

Table 2. Estimated U.S. diesel consumption by crop in 2013 
Harvested Area Reduced Till – Diesel No Till – Diesel 

 
Hectacres, 

million 
Area 

% L/ha/yr2 
L/yr3 

billion 
Volume

% L/ha/yr2 
L/yr3 

billion 
Volume

% 
Corn 33 27 64 2.10 19 39 1.27 12 
Soybeans 31 25 55 1.71 16 30 0.93 8 
Wheat 19 16 33 0.64 6 7 0.14 1 
Hay (excl alfalfa) 16 13 74 1.20 11 74 1.20 11 
Hay, alfalfa 8 7 97 0.78 7 87 0.71 6 
Other crops2 16 13  4.59 42  4.59 61 
Total 123 100  11.02 100  8.84 100 

1. Harvested area in 2010, U.S. Department of Agriculture NASS (http://www.nass.usda.gov/Quick_Stats/). 
2. “Other crops” consists of 28 individual crops (http://www.nass.usda.gov/Quick_Stats/). 
3. Diesel efficiencies are from the FEAT model. Total U.S. diesel use from U.S. Department of Energy; diesel use for each crop 

estimated by multiplying area by FEAT efficiencies and subtracted from total fuel use to estimate fuel use for other crops. 
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Figure 27. Trends in tillage practices in the United States.132 

 

Figure 28. Diesel use by crop and tillage practice (source: data plotted from Table 2 and associated data).1 

However, at least two factors limit the expansion of no-till: (1) where irrigation is used, furrow 
irrigation is dependent on the need for related tillage practices (while center pivot irrigation can support 
no-till expansion because tillage practices are not required), and (2) crop residue management 
considerations also tend to require some tillage, which further reduces the prevalence of practical 
implementation of no-till. Evaluation of changes in farming practices should also include consideration of 
indirect energy inputs and total net energy gains.133 
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5.2 Precision Agriculture and Machinery Automation 

5.2.1 Guidance and Automatic Section Control Technologies 

Precision agriculture covers a growing number of technologies and practices, including yield 
mapping, variable rate application of crop inputs, and machine guidance. Variable rate application allows 
crop inputs (e.g., seed, nutrients, pesticides, and water) to be optimized for local field conditions – 
reducing inputs in areas that cannot support increased yields and increasing inputs in areas that have more 
potential – rather than a uniform application across an entire field. While much emphasis is placed on the 
benefits of optimization of crop inputs and yields, improvement in equipment field efficiency and fuel use 
also can be realized by involving precision agriculture. 

Fuel reduction, as a result of precision agricultural practices, comes primarily from improvement in 
field efficiency from reduced overlap. Machine guidance options in order of increasing precision include 
visual guidance via foam or disc markers, light bar, and autosteer. Benefits of machine guidance are 
influenced by operator skill and experience. GPS-based machine guidance reduces pass-to-pass overlap as 
machinery travels across a field. Not only does this reduce overlapping applications of crop inputs, it also 
improves field efficiency, saving time and fuel. Although the potential exists for economic and 
environmental benefits other than reduced fuel use, these benefits are not included in the scope of this 
report. 

A U.S. Department of Agriculture NRCS publication reports that 16 million gallons of fuel, along 
with other crop inputs, would be saved if guidance systems were used on 10% of U.S. planted acres.134 
Another study surveyed North Dakota farmers regarding the use and benefits of GPS guidance. Farmers 
reported GPS guidance systems reduced fuel use by an average of 6.3% for operations, including tillage, 
planting, spraying, and harvesting.135 An analysis using data collected on a farm in central Missouri 
concluded that using GPS guidance to reduce pass-to-pass overlap for fertilizer application in a 
corn/soybean cropping system would reduce fuel use by 0.11 to 0.14 gallons per acre (for fertilizer 
application only, suggesting additional benefits may be possible if this same machine guidance is used for 
other processes, including tillage and pesticide application). Energy saving benefits for application of 
various crop inputs depends on the power required for the application and swath width of the applicator, 
with narrower swath widths likely to show larger benefit from auto guidance, because pass-to-pass 
overlap is a larger percentage of swath width.136 

Another GPS-based precision agriculture technology that may reduce over application of crop inputs 
is automatic section control (ASC) for application equipment. These systems can be utilized by nearly all 
field application implements, including planters, sprayers, and liquid or dry fertilizer equipment. ASC 
systems track the georeference position of field equipment during application and turn sections on or off 
depending on these recorded areas. This technology has become very beneficial for producers as the 
width of many pieces of equipment has continued to grow. ASC allows toolbars or booms to be divided 
into smaller subsections for automated control, reducing the need for operator intervention. In the case of 
spraying systems, ASC systems have been shown to reduce over application of pesticides by up to 6% 
over an entire farm, with some fields (depending on their size or complexity) seeing reductions of up to 
20%.137 While no known studies have been performed regarding the effects of ASC systems on fuel 
reduction, it does allow the use of equipment with larger widths (e.g., sprayers) and may reduce the 
number of passes across a field while maintaining product application accuracy. This could ultimately 
result in diesel reduction when considering time spent per field. In addition, reducing the need for 
delivery and manufacture of some products (e.g., seed, fertilizer, pesticides) may also decrease demand 
for fuel use per farm. 

5.2.2 Variable Rate Application of Crop Inputs 

Variable rate application (VRA) of crop inputs is a technology that many producers are hoping will 
improve their input use efficiency and profitability. Currently, VRA systems are used to control crop 
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inputs, including seed, nitrogen, micronutrients, water, and pesticides in combination with GPS and other 
sensor technologies. VRA management strategies using GPS are generally known as map-based 
technologies; others may not necessarily require the use of GPS and are referred to as sensor-based. 
While both systems are beginning to gain popularity across the United States, adoption has lagged behind 
when compared to more user friendly guidance and section control systems. For the most part, VRA 
systems require analysis and planning using software packages that are not popular amongst many in the 
industry, which has been a major barrier to adoption. In addition, few studies have been published that 
document savings from the use of these systems; however, benefits have been clearly shown in some 
instances. 

On-farm fuel use has not been an effect studied during most VRA projects, because the goal of these 
systems is to maximize productivity across a field by optimizing the use of crop inputs. As with some 
previous examples, secondary fuel use could be reduced by minimizing the need for transport and 
application of crop inputs. However, emerging technologies for nutrient application may be able to reduce 
the use of diesel by applying multiple products separately. A recent report concluded that if nutrient and 
fuel savings were significant enough, the development of application technology for applying nitrogen, 
phosphorous, and potassium at one time in varying amounts may reduce passes across a field.138 

Variable rate irrigation is another technology that could reduce on-farm energy demands when 
applying water to fields during the growing season. Enhanced spatial and temporal data management of 
irrigation systems utilizing variable rate irrigation could lead to savings in diesel-driven, center pivot 
systems and overall water use efficiency. Hedley et al. showed the potential for saving up to 19% of 
previously applied irrigation water through the use of variable rate irrigation; the benefits of pumping 
plant fuel reduction were not estimated.139 The use of variable speed electric motors for driving irrigation 
well pumps would further reduce demands on petroleum by optimizing pumping energy efficiency when 
a variable rate irrigation system is used. 

One of the primary examples of sensor-based VRA systems is crop canopy sensing for on-the-go 
nitrogen management. Popular systems from Ag Leader (OptRx system) and Trimble (Greenseeker) are 
improving nitrogen use efficiency across different parts of the United States, and further testing should 
highlight the ability of these systems to reduce nitrogen use within corn and wheat fields. As with other 
examples of VRA, these systems may further help to eliminate secondary fuel use by reducing the need 
for transport and application of fertilizers. 

5.2.3 Precision Tillage 

Deep tillage is generally done to break up hard or impervious soil layers that can hinder crop growth. 
While not currently a standard practice on most farms, precision tillage, or site-specific deep tillage, is a 
method for reducing the tilled areas to those where soil compaction exceeds a certain index. A study by 
Fulton et al. found that by sampling critical cone indices across a field, locations where deep tillage 
should be performed were mapped.140 By identifying a minimum threshold for deep tillage needs, a 
reduction in fuel consumption of 50% could be realized compared to deep tillage across the entire field. A 
later study was done to assess the feasibility of controlling tillage depth on-the-go. Inputs for the control 
system could be via an instrumented shank as a real-time sensor or tillage prescription maps (based on 
measured soil conductivity or cone penetrometer readings). Penetrometer data indicated that 
approximately 75% of the area tested did not require the full depth of tillage generally recommended for 
the local soils. This study concluded that variable rate tillage was practical with any of the input methods 
and energy savings of 42.8% and fuel savings of 28.4% could be achieved by adoption of variable depth 
tillage when compared to uniform-depth tillage.141 

Another study using site-specific variable depth tillage showed reduction in energy use when 
compared to traditional uniform-depth tillage. In this study, soil properties were measured via the soil 
cone index and electro conductivity prior to tillage operations to establish predetermined tillage depths, 
based on a level of soil compaction in specific tillage zones. Results indicated potential fuel savings of 8 
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to 30%, depending on soil type when site-specific variable-depth tillage was used.142 A similar study of 
uniform-deep tillage versus site-specific sub-soiling with three tillage depths showed a weighted average 
fuel savings of 24%.143 The potential for fuel savings will change as proportions of soil compaction or 
hardpan vary by field and soil type, but avoiding deep tillage where it is not required shows clear benefits 
for fuel savings. Although site-specific tillage systems are not yet commercially available, several 
manufacturers have developed  implements capable of on-the-go depth adjustment, which is seen as an 
incremental step toward commercially produced site-specific tillage systems.144 

5.2.4 Robotics and Autonomous Machinery 

A prototype, fully autonomous tractor called the SPIRIT tractor (Figure 29), developed by 
Autonomous Tractor Corporation, is powered by two 202-hp diesel engines and uses electric motors to 
propel its rubber track system. This tractor was designed to work alone or in groups of up to 16 units, 
includes the capability for dynamic electric braking, and claims to increase fuel economy over 
conventional tractors145; however, no quantifiable information is provided. Autonomous Tractor 
Corporation has since turned their focus to developing implements that do not need a tractor, with the idea 
that conventional tractors will be replaced with multiple autonomous implements; the first that they are 
developing is an autonomous grain cart.146 

 

Figure 29. SPIRIT tractor.147 

Field shape and travel path can have a significant effect on total distance traveled, fuel use, overlap, 
misses, and crop inputs. A study on field efficiency and planned path operations using an 18-m (59-ft) 
sprayer reported that the average overlap was 20% of total area covered, with 7% attributed to lateral 
overlap and 13% to headland overlap. This study estimated a 16% potential reduction in distance traveled 
and associated fuel use by using an optimized pre-planned course.148 The potential efficiency gain is 
likely to vary by implement type and width and with different field characteristics. Modern machine 
controls and GPS-guided steering systems capable of curved path operations are sure to make 
implementation of pre-planned paths feasible. Industry patents show evidence of development in this 
area, with optimization aimed at minimizing fuel use and machine operating costs.149 Many models have 
been studied for applicability in this arena of agricultural productivity.150 While automated path planning 
has been shown to reduce the time necessary to cover a particular field, a drawback to this method is that 
often other performance characteristics (e.g., application overlap) may suffer as a result of the selected 
path.151 

An example of another opportunity for efficiency optimization using path planning and equipment 
logistics is harvest systems that include grain carts. Grain carts are used to improve field efficiency during 
harvest operations by allowing combine harvesters to unload on-the-go and maintain continuous 
operation. The grain cart operator chooses a travel path and staging location; therefore, the grain cart is 
immediately available when the combine is ready to unload to avoid making the combine stop and wait. 
The grain cart travel patterns recorded at several Midwest locations during corn harvest were studied in a 
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graduate research project to better understand grain cart logistics and identify opportunities for 
optimization.152 Field, crop, and machinery characteristics were replicated in a simulation model that uses 
alternative grain cart logistics to minimize distance traveled while still maintaining uninterrupted 
harvester operation. The model uses logic that calls a grain cart to a harvester once the harvester is 
three-quarters full. If the grain cart is full after the most recent unloading event, it travels to the end of the 
field to unload into a waiting truck. If the grain cart has remaining capacity, it is staged in preparation for 
the next unloading event. 

Two grain carts were used for harvest operations in the 120-acre field shown in Figure 30. Travel 
distance for both grain carts was 526,340 ft compared to the travel distance from the simulation model of 
389,532 ft, a reduction of nearly 26 miles. Assuming an average fuel consumption of 10 gallons per hour, 
the reduction in distance travelled results in a fuel savings of nearly 42 gallons or about 0.35 gallons per 
acre. Using a diesel fuel price of $4.00 per gallon, this is a savings of $1.40 per acre for driving the grain 
cart more efficiently during harvest. 

 

Figure 30. Travel path for two grain carts (blue and black) overlaid on yield map for 120-acre corn field. 

As agricultural machinery moves closer toward full automation (e.g., Machine Sync from John Deere 
and the Kinze autonomous grain cart), further research into how these machines utilize path planning for 
fuel reduction would be of interest. Other examples of equipment moving in this direction are Fendt’s 
Guide Connect system, where a “follower” tractor is led by a “leader” tractor during pass-to-pass 
operations. 

In summary, precision agriculture technologies are continuing to advance our ability to control 
product and machinery during field operations. The ability to optimize the use of these systems will lead 
to improved crop input use efficiency in many cases. While not often studied, there is definite potential 
for many precision agriculture technologies to reduce primary and secondary on-farm fuel use. 
Modification of current studies and planning for future studies should be able to easily account for this 
reduction, in addition to documentation of other consequences and benefits. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS* 
Tractor Diesel Efficiency—Primary Fuel Use. Gradual increases in fuel efficiency have been 

measured since 1958 (Figures 6 through 8). Equipment manufacturers have responded to customer needs 
by investing in improved efficiency, driven in part by high fuel prices, but an improved efficiency 
measurement practice is needed. Equipment manufacturers are pursuing efficiency improvements from 
single components to the farming system level. Many design concepts show promise at their respective 
levels and in a specific context. However, the effects at the machine and farming system level may not be 
captured with current industry standard test procedures designed for verifying manufacturer’s claims 
(e.g., OECD Code 2). During a September 2013 meeting of the U.S. OECD coordinating committee, 
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OEM representatives reinforced the need for evolution of test procedures, with an example of evaluating 
tractors with CVT/infinitely variable transmission powertrains. Current tests evaluate performance at 
full-load and steady-state operating points, thus capturing the operating envelope of the tractor; however, 
current practice does not represent in-field operations, where loads often vary significantly with little 
sustained operation at full load. Current test procedures may show good efficiency for a traditional 
powertrain at full load, but may show low efficiency for a CVT/IVT powertrain under that same condition 
(Section 2.1.3). The inverse is likely true for part load conditions, which are likely more representative of 
in-field operations. Test procedures are more representative of field operations; comprised of 
simultaneous and varying draft, hydraulic, and PTO loads; are needed to better measure tractor efficiency; 
and offer customers and manufacturers the data needed to choose the most efficient equipment. 

Remote Power (Hydraulic). Fluid power plays a key role in modern off road machinery and, 
although it offers high-power density, it has relatively low efficiency. With few alternatives capable of 
replacing the load capability and power density of fluid power, research to improve hydraulic system 
efficiency could result in a notable impact on fuel use (Section 2.1.4, Figure 15). More research is needed 
in this area. 

Remote Power (Electric). The net benefits of electric power for implements (at the machinery 
system level) need to be quantified, relative to existing hydraulic and PTO drive systems (Section 2.1.4). 
Replacement of variable speed hydraulic motors with variable speed electric power may provide new 
opportunities for variable speed control to optimize energy savings. 

Tires and Tire Pressure. Variable tire pressures have been shown to improve efficiency 
(Section 2.1.5). Research is needed to measure energy savings with dynamic tire pressure inflation under 
real-world conditions. There are clear benefits to having the correct tire pressure for the given conditions, 
but it should be determined whether a net reduction in energy use results if the energy required to 
compress the air is also considered. 

Implement Operations—Secondary Fuel Use. Tractor fuel use is primarily dependent on the 
operation of implements (such as tillage and planting equipment). A direct reduction in energy use is 
achieved by improving implement efficiency or substituting implement types. Tillage and harvesting 
operations typically require the most energy (Figure 23). Yet, reports related to engine, powertrain, and 
tractor level efficiency are far more common than those regarding efficiency of implements and 
harvesters. The potential to increase efficiency exists for (1) selection and optimization of ground 
engaging tools to reduce draft, (2) improved power transfer to implements, and (3) in-field equipment 
utilization (Section 3). Little information has been found on harvester innovations related to petroleum 
reduction. More research is needed on diesel use associated with practical changes in implements and 
harvest equipment. 

Alternative Fuels. Alternative fuels are limited on a national scale or in production volume 
(e.g., biodiesel, hydrogen) or have considerable constraints to implementation in off-road machinery, such 
as infrastructure, engine modifications, and energy density (e.g., natural gas, Section 4.2, and ethanol, 
Section 4.1). Evaluation of the implementation of natural gas, ethanol, or other alternative fuels in 
agricultural applications would be beneficial for petroleum reduction. As commercial options and 
advanced fuels become available, appropriate tests may be designed. 

Farming Systems—Secondary Fuel Use. Research on the following topics and outreach to farmers 
and agricultural professionals is needed to ensure optimized practices are implemented effectively. These 
practices can include (1) operator behavior, (2) cultural practices (reduced tillage or no till), (3) best 
practices in maintenance, operation, equipment matching, and variable ballast configurations, 
(4) improved accessibility of available machinery performance and efficiency data (e.g., tractor test data 
are not easily understood by consumers and implement and harvester efficiency data are not available), 
and (5) an online database that can be queried by machine type, model, performance, and efficiency to 
inform consumers (e.g., Grisso’s Spreadsheet for Matching Tractors and Drawn Implements125). Land 
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grant institutions are uniquely positioned to transfer research knowledge to farmers and agricultural 
professionals. 

Precision Agriculture and Machinery Automations. Advanced machinery technologies related to 
application control systems (e.g., precision agriculture) have been researched extensively in recent years. 
The research focus for such technologies (e.g., guidance, automatic section control, or variable-rate 
application) has been primarily on improving crop input use efficiency, operational timeliness, and 
profitability, as well as reducing environmental impacts. Optimized path planning and in-field logistics 
can reduce fuel consumption. Robotics and autonomous vehicles are still being developed; however, 
advances made through research on these systems are furthering commercialization of automated 
equipment. For the most part, the ability of these systems to reduce petroleum use from primary or 
secondary perspectives has largely been ignored. Further research and comparisons on the performance of 
these technologies during field operations may highlight their capacity to provide benefits in terms of 
overall on-farm petroleum consumption. 

Industry Feedback Summary. In industry, there is not a general consensus on successful 
approaches for improving farm diesel efficiency. At their September 2013 meeting, the U.S. OECD 
coordinating committee OEM representatives commented that they believe there is more potential for 
energy savings/efficiency improvements at the machinery system and work site level than at the machine 
or subsystem and component level. However, feedback from the OEM survey indicated that “innovations 
in primary power generation” ranked higher in relative potential for petroleum reduction than 
“improvements in equipment fleet management” and “field operation planning/optimization techniques,” 
which could include worksite planning, telematics, precision agriculture, machine-to-machine 
communication, and autonomous equipment technologies (Appendix A, survey question 5). 

* The intent of this review is to highlight emerging agricultural machinery methods and technologies 
that may lead to reduction in petroleum use. Machinery manufacturers are obviously reluctant to disclose 
information on technologies that are in development or detailed information on those that have recently 
been marketed. Various information sources (e.g., patent filings, advertising, trade magazine articles, and 
industry innovation awards) can provide insight on areas of research and development and technologies 
aimed at improving efficiency; yet it is difficult to quantify benefits for items seen as having potential on 
a commercial scale or to verify advertised claims. Potential benefits for different items described in this 
report are not necessarily additive. Items identified as having high potential for reduction of petroleum 
use need to be tested to quantify benefits. More extensive tests, data collection, and information also are 
needed to confidently evaluate the relative potentials of these various technologies to impact petroleum 
displacement. 
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Appendix A, 
 

OEM Survey 
The Association of Equipment Manufacturers, on behalf of NTTL, administered a survey of OEMs. 

Survey participants were informed that this survey was part of a project for the Advanced Vehicle 
Testing Activity Program sponsored by the Department of Energy’s Vehicles Technology Program and it 
was intended to identify component, system, machine, and cropping-system level information to identify 
areas with the highest potential for reduction in petroleum use in off-road agricultural machinery. Survey 
responses remain anonymous and represent status, position, views, and attitudes of the organization being 
surveyed, not necessarily those of the individual completing the survey. Survey responses are provided in 
this appendix. 
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1) Your organization would be classified as which of the following with regard to off-road agricultural equipment 
(indicate all that apply): 

Answer Options Response Count* 
Manufacturer of self-propelled equipment (tractors, harvesters, sprayers, etc.) 
Manufacturer of agricultural implements or attachments (tillage tools, planters, hay tools, etc.) 
Manufacturer of engines and engine components 
Manufacturer of powertrain components/systems 
Manufacturer of hydraulic components/systems 
Manufacturer of electronic components/systems 
Manufacturer of machine control components/systems (including precision ag, GPS, etc.) 
Manufacturer of maintenance and aftermarket components 
Off-road ag machinery dealer or service 

13 
7 
8 
6 
3 
4 
2 
3 
1 

Answered question 27
Skipped question 0

Other (please specify) 
Off highway construction equipment – cranes 
Manufacturer of access equipment and rough terrain forklifts 
Manufacturer of off-highway cranes 
Consulting firm representing global engine, equipment, and component manufacturers to comply with United States 

Environmental Protection Agency and California ARB emission control requirements 
Not involved in ag business; manufacturer of steel tubing 

* Note: Some survey respondents indicated multiple categories. 
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2) Indicate what your organization perceives to be the preference of your customers for increased fuel efficiency (gallons of fuel per
acre) vs.  

Answer Options 

Improved Fuel Efficiency 
(gallons per acre) 

1 2 3 4

Improved 
Productivity  
(acres per hour) 

5 6 NA
Rating 

Average 
Response 

Count 
0 1 3 5 2 2 10 4.1 23

Answered Question 23
Skipped Question 4

Comments 

Fuel and productivity are both important to customers. 
Customers want improved productivity with good fuel efficiency. They go hand-in-hand and not one or the other. 
Our customers are looking for improvements during machine idling times and conservation during operations; customers expect both. 

 
3) Rank each alternative fuel with regard to the potential your organization perceives for it to become a significant percentage of fuel 
used for off-road agriculture. 

Answer Options 
No 

Potential 1 2 3 4 5 
High 

Potential 6 NA 

Rating 
Average 

Response 
Count 

Biodiesel 0 0 2 0 7 6 2 5.1 17
Ethanol 1 2 3 3 5 1 2 3.8 17
Compressed natural gas 2 6 3 3 1 1 1 2.9 17
Liquefied natural gas 1 5 5 3 0 0 3 2.7 17
Dimethyl ether 3 5 3 3 0 0 3 2.4 17
Other 3 1 0 1 0 0 12 1.8 17
Hydrogen 7 4 2 0 0 0 4 1.6 17

Answered Question 17 
Skipped Question 10 

Please specify other or include comments: 

Light fuel such as gasoline is appropriate for smaller equipment to offset complex exhaust aftertreatment systems needed for diesels. 
Ethanol is a good complement to lighter fuels (such as gasoline) and its use results in reduced petroleum demand, lower emissions, and lowers 

environmental impact. 
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4) For the following items, indicate their level of significance as barriers to further utilization of alternative fuels.

Answer Options 

Not 
Significant 

1 2 3 4 

Highly 
Significant 

5 6 NA
Rating 

Average
Response 

Count
Cost 1 0 0 1 2 12 1 5.4 17 

Production and  distribution infrastructure 
(availability, portability, storage) 

0 0 2 0 9 5 1 5.1 17 

Customer perception/acceptance 0 0 0 5 5 6 1 5.1 17
Engine technology 1 0 0 4 3 8 1 5.0 17 
On-machine storage capacity/fuel energy density 0 0 3 2 6 5 1 4.8 17 
Environmental sustainability 0 3 4 3 4 2 1 3.9 17
Other 1 0 0 0 0 0 16 1.0 17

Answered Question 17
Skipped Question 10

Please specify other or include comments:
Indirect use of alternative fuels is a future consideration in order to satisfy customer needs for storage and energy density, cost and
infrastructure issues. 

3) Relative perceived potential of alternative fuels to become a
significant percentage of fuel used for off-road agriculture. 

  

Compressed natural gas

Liquefied natural gas

Dimethyl ether
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4) Relative significance as barriers to further utilization of alternative fuels.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Cost
 

Production and distribution infrastructure…

Customer perception/acceptance

Engine technology

On-machine storage capacity/fuel energy density 

Environmental sustainability 
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5) Indicate the potential percent reduction in petroleum use for off-road agricultural machinery for each of the following:

Answer Options
<1%

1
1-2%

2
2-5% 

3 
5-10%

4
10-20%

5
>20%

6 NA
Rating 

Average 
Response 

Count 
Innovations in primary power generation (engine and sub systems) 1 0 2 3 5 1 2 4.2 14 
Innovations in powertrain (transmission, axles, CVT, electric drive, etc.) 1 1 4 3 3 0 2 3.5 14 
Engine idle shutdown strategies 0 2 4 4 2 0 2 3.5 14 
Alternative fuels 2 2 0 2 3 1 4 3.5 14 
Cropping system practices/management (tillage practices, etc.) 0 3 3 2 2 0 4 3.3 14 
Innovations in precision ag technologies (GPS guidance, variable rate, 
machine-to-machine communication, etc.) 

1 0 7 4 0 0 2 3.2 14 

Advanced operator training to improve equipment use efficiency (shift-up-
throttle-back, reduce idle time. etc.) 

0 4 2 6 0 0 2 3.2 14 

Field operation planning/optimization techniques (improved field efficiency 
and equipment utilization) 

1 1 5 5 0 0 2 3.2 14 

Advancements in hydraulic power systems 2 0 8 1 0 1 2 3.0 14 
Improvements in equipment fleet management (matching equipment sizes, 
telematics, etc.) 

0 5 4 2 1 0 2 2.9 14 

Advanced machine controls and system integration (tractor level and/or 
implement level) 

1 3 5 1 1 0 3 2.8 14 

Innovations in tires and/or tracks 2 2 5 3 0 0 2 2.8 14 
On-machine energy recovery and storage (electric, hydraulic, mechanical) 2 3 3 4 0 0 2 2.8 14 

Innovations in attachments and  implements 0 5 4 2 0 0 3 2.7 14 
Advancements in PTO power systems 3 1 5 0 1 0 4 2.5 14 
Extended oil change intervals 3 4 4 1 0 0 2 2.3 14 
Electrification of tractors and implements (for accessory or implement drives 
other than primary propulsion) 

3 4 3 1 0 0 3 2.2 14 

Active tire pressure management 5 1 4 1 0 0 3 2.1 14 
Improved machine/component efficiencies via retrofit of existing equipment 2 7 1 0 0 0 4 1.9 14 

Other 1 0 0 0 0 0 13 1.0 14 
Answered question 14 

Skipped question 13 
Please specify other or include comments: 

Note that the categories above are not totally additive, some contribute to the same savings. 
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6) For the following items, indicate their level of significance as barriers to reducing petroleum consumption in off-road agricultural equipment systems:

Answer Options
Not Significant Highly Significant 

NA
Rating 

Average 
Response 

Count 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Availability of alternative fuels (local availability, distribution, portability, 
storage) 

0 0 0 3 5 4 1 5.1 13 

Customer perceptions and acceptance of new technology, alternative fuels 0 0 1 2 5 4 1 5.0 13 
Regulatory factors 0 1 0 2 5 4 1 4.9 13
Total cost of ownership for high-efficiency machinery 0 0 3 1 4 4 1 4.8 13
Research funding 0 2 0 2 4 4 1 4.7 13
Physical resources for research and development (infrastructure/facilities, etc.) 0 0 2 3 5 2 1 4.6 13

Consumer cultural and behavioral attitudes and preferences (farming practices, 
etc.) 

0 0 1 6 2 3 1 4.6 13

Fuel/petroleum prices 0 1 3 1 2 5 1 4.6 13
Manufacturing costs 0 2 0 2 5 3 1 4.6 13
Customer understanding of how to optimize equipment performance 0 1 1 3 5 2 1 4.5 13
On-machine energy storage capability (for hybrid technologies) 0 0 2 5 4 1 1 4.3 13
Ability of market forces to drive development of equipment that uses less 
petroleum 

0 2 1 1 1 1 1 4.3 13

Product differentiation for global markets 1 1 3 1 2 4 1 4.2 13
Manufacturing capabilities and technologies 0 2 2 2 5 1 1 4.1 13
Theoretical design limits 1 0 3 4 3 1 1 3.9 13
Lack of adequate public-private partnerships (for technology research, 
educating consumers, etc.) 

1 2 2 2 2 3 1 3.9 13

Consumers do not have adequate access to, or understanding of equipment 
efficiency information needed to select the most efficient equipment for their 
operation 

0 2 3 4 2 1 1 3.8 13

Competent/qualified workforce 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 3.7 13
Wireless infrastructure for machine-to-machine communication 1 1 4 2 3 1 1 3.7 13

Current test procedures do not adequately measure ag machinery efficiency 1 1 2 2 2 0 5 3.4 13

Other 1 0 0 0 0 0 12 1.0 13
Answered question 13 

Skipped question 14 
Please specify other or include comments: 

Use of lifecycle engineering and systems engineering should be applied to reduce overall fuel needed per unit of useful work performed. Note that lower 
petroleum consumed is not necessarily the lower environmental impact pathway.
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7) Does your organization have data documenting typical equipment use patterns or equipment work cycles by 
equipment type (i.e., work cycle segment times, fuel consumption, power demands: PTO, hydraulic, and drawbar 
power requirements, productivity/throughput, etc.)? 

Answer Options Yes No NA Response Count 
Tractor operations 6 3 4 13
Implement systems (tillage, planting, hay tools, etc.) 4 5 4 13
Self-propelled applicators (liquid or dry) 2 4 7 13
Self-propelled harvesters (combines, forage harvesters, etc.) 2 3 8 13
On-farm material handling (grain carts, hay/forage movers, grain) 1 5 7 13
Other 1 0 12 13

Answered Question 13
Skipped Question 14

 

8) Please include general comments or list other technologies your organization feels may contribute to improving fuel 
efficiency for off-road agricultural machinery:

Answer Options
Response 

Count 
 1 

Answered Question 1
Skipped Question 26

Response text: 
Hybrid technologies 

 


